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Abstract:- Fuzzy set theory has been studied extensively over the past thirty years. In general fuzzy sets are used to analyze
the system reliability. In this paper we present a new method for analyzing fuzzy reliability of series and parallel network
systems based on vague set theory, where the reliabilities of components of a system are represented by vague sets defined
in the universe of discourse [0, 1].
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1. Introduction
Most of the researches[1,4,5,6,11] in classical reliability theory are based on binary state assumption for states. In
gracefully degradable systems, it is unrealistic to assume that the system possesses only two states that is, „working‟ or
„failed‟. Such systems may be considered working to certain degrees at different states of its degradation during its transition
from fully working state to completely failed state. The degree may be any real number between 0 and 1. Degree 0 would
represent the system in completely failed state while a fully working state would be represented by degree1. The assignment
of the degree may depend upon the limit of tolerance of the user about the adequate performance of the system. Zadeh[1]
suggested a paradigm shift from the theory of total denial & affirmation to a theory of grading, to give new concept of sets
called fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets can express the gradual transition of the system from working state to failed state. The crisp set
theory only dichotomizes the system in working state and failed state but fuzzy state theory can cover up all possible states
between a fully working state and completely failed state. This approach to the reliability theory is known as Profust
reliability, wherein the binary state assumption is replaced by fuzzy state assumption.
Concept of vague sets given by Gau and Buehrer takes into account the favourable and unfavourable evidences
separately providing a lower and an upper bound within which the membership grade may lie. Chen[8] presented similarity
measures between vague sets. Recently, Chen proposed fuzzy system reliability analysis based on vague set theory, where the
reliabilities of the components of a system are represented by vague sets defined in the universe of discourse [0 1]. Chen‟s
method has the advantages of modeling and analyzing the fuzzy system reliability in a more flexible and more intelligent
manner. However, Chen‟s method limits its applicability to some special case of general vague set.
2. Basic Concepts of Vague Sets
Vague set: -

A vague set

A in the universe of discourse X is characterized by a membership function  A : X  [0,1]

and a non-membership function  A : X

 [0,1] . The grade of membership for any element x in the vague set is bounded by

a sub interval [  A ( x) , 1 -  A ( x) ], where the grade
evidences for x and
x and

 A ( x)

 A ( x)

is called lower bound of membership grade of x derived from

is the lower bound of membership grade on the negation of x derived from the evidences against

 A ( x) + A ( x) ≤ 1. In the extreme case of equality  A ( x) = 1-  A ( x) , the vague set reduces to the fuzzy set with

interval value of the membership grade reducing to a single value  A ( x) . In general, however,

 A ( x) ≤ exact membership grade of x ≤ 1 -  A ( x) .
Expressions (1) and (2) given below can be used to represent a vague set
respectively.

A for finite and infinite universe of discourse X

n

A   [  A ( xk ),1  A ( xk )]/ xk
k 1
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A   [ A ( xk ),1  A ( xk )]/ xk
X

A vague set is represented pictorially as

1

1   A ( x)
 A ( x)

0

X

x
Fig-1

2.1 Convex vague set: Let

A be a vague set of the universe of discourse X with  A

and  A as its membership and non-

x1 , x2 in X
 A ( x1  (1   ) x2 )  Min( A ( x1 ),  A ( x2 ))

membership functions respectively. The vague set is convex if and only if for every

where

1  A ( x1  (1   ) x2 )  Min(1  A ( x1 ),1  A ( x2 )) ,

 [0,1] .

2.2 Normal vague set: A vague set A in the universe of discourse X is called normal if
 x X, such that 1  A ( xi ) =1. That is  A ( xi ) =0.

i

2.3 Vague number: A vague number is a vague subset in the universe of the discourse
X which is both convex and normal.
2.4. Triangular vague number: Chen defined triangular vague sets and arithmetic operations between them. On similar lines
we introduce concept of a triangular vague number.
A triangular vague number
membership function

A denoted by [(a,b,c); k ;1] is characterized by a pair of membership functions: a lower
 k ( x  a)
 b  a ,a  x  b

 k (c  x )
 A ( x)  
,b  x  c
 cb
0, otherwise



and an upper membership function

xa
b  a , a  x  b

c  x
 A ( x)  
,b  x  c
c

b

0, otherwise


where

 A ( x)  1  A ( x)

and

k [0,1] . Figure 2 shows a triangular vague number.
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k

0

a

b

c

X

Fig-2
When k = 1, triangular vague number reduces to a triangular fuzzy number. In what follows now onwards, we shall use vague
number for a triangular vague number.
2.5 Vague point: In a triangular vague number

A = [(a,b,c);k;1], if a=c=b, say, then

A = [(b,b,b);k;1] = bk ,
is said to be a vague point. A vague point

bk reduces to a fuzzy point b1 for k = 1.

2.6 Arithmetic operations of triangular vague sets:
A simple triangular vague set is represented as:
as

[(a, b, c); 1 ],[(a, b, c); 2 ]

or more concisely way

[(a, b, c); 1; 2 ] , as shown in figure 2. From the definition of triangle vague set, we propose four arithmetic

operations for triangular vague sets in the following:
Let A and B are two vague sets as shown in figure
If two vague sets t A  tB , and 1  f A  1  f B , then the arithmetic operations are defined as:
(2.6.1)

A  [(a1' , b1 , c1' ); 1 ],[(a1 , b1 , c1 ); 2 ]

(2.6.2)

B  [(a2' , b2 , c2' ); 3 ],[(a2 , b2 , c2 ); 4 ]
A    B  [( a1' , b1 , c1' ); 1 ],[( a1 , b1 , c1 ); 2 ]
 [( a2' , b2 , c2' ); 3 ],[( a2 , b2 , c2 ); 4 ]

(2.6.3)


[( a1'  a2' , b1  b2 , c1'  c2' ); min( 1 , 3 )],
[( a1  a2 , b1  b2 , c1  c2 ); min(  2 ,  4 )]

A    B  [(a1' , b1 , c1' ); 1 ],[( a1 , b1 , c1 ); 2 ]
 [( a2' , b2 , c2' ); 3 ],[( a2 , b2 , c2 ); 4 ]

(2.6.4)



[( a1'  c2' , b1  b2 , c1'  a2' ); min( 1 , 3 )],
[( a1  c2 , b1  b2 , c1  a2 ); min( 2 , 4 )]

A   B  [( a1' , b1 , c1' ); 1 ],[( a1 , b1 , c1 );  2 ]
 [( a2' , b2 , c2' ); 3 ],[( a2 , b2 , c2 );  4 ]
(2.6.5)
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'
'
A  /  B  [( a1 , b1 , c1 ); 1 ],[( a1 , b1 , c1 );  2 ]

 [( a2' , b2 , c2' ); 3 ],[( a2 , b2 , c2 ); 4 ]

(2.6.6)



[( a1' / c2' , b1 / b2 , c1' / a2' ); min( 1 , 3 )],
[( a1 / c2 , b1 / b2 , c1 / a2 ); min(  2 ,  4 )]

3. Analyzing fuzzy system reliability of series and parallel network system based on vague set
Here we present a new method for analyzing fuzzy system reliability based on vague set theory, where the
reliabilities of components of a system are represented by vague sets defined in the universe of discourse [0, 1].
(a) Series Networks:-This arrangement represents a system where subsystem/components form a series network. If any
of subsystem fails, the series system experiences an overall system failure.

R1

The fuzzy reliability

R2

R3

R4

Rn

Fig.3-Series Network
can be evaluated by using the proposed algorithm

Where

is the Intuitionistic fuzzy reliability of the
th

j component for j=1, 2, 3, 4……..n
(b) Parallel Networks: - Consider a parallel network consisting of „n‟ components as shown in figure. The fuzzy
reliability
of the parallel system shown in figure can be evaluated by using the
proposed algorithm.

Where

is the Intuitionistic fuzzy reliability of the
th

j component for j=1, 2, 3, 4……..n

Fig.4-Parallel networks
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6. Conclusion
In this paper we are presented a new method for analyzing fuzzy system reliability of series and parallel network systems
using vague set theory, where the component of a system are represented by vague sets defined in the universe of discourse
[0, 1]. The proposed method can model the analyze fuzzy system reliability in a more flexible and more intelligent manner. It
can provide us with a more flexible and more intelligent way for fuzzy system reliability analysis.
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